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pens made of natural bog oak - are exclusive
corporate Souvenirs

pens "ARCHIVIST"

pens "PRESTIGE"

pens "ELEGANCE"

cost: 70  euro

cost: 100  euro

cost: 25 euro
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Gift box are implemented in three versions:

1) Tube body made of natural bog oak

The tube body for the pens can have the
combined color at the request of the customer

This accessory will emphasize the elegance of
a fountain pen made of natural bog oak

cost: 35 euro
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2) box with lodgment

Bogoakdesignstudio box are made of high-quality
birch plywood in a single style, with engraving on
the top layer and a lodgment of Hypoallergenic
fabric

Designed for gentle
transportation and
storage of  pens
made of natural
bog oak

cost: 20 euro
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2) box with a lodgment complete with a tube
body of natural bog oak

This complete set is a premium
 
Our pens are made of the highest quality relic bog
oak with all accompanying documents confirming
the quality and uniqueness of this natural
resource, the supply of kits can be made
worldwide

cost: 55 euro
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Talisman "Belarusian"
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The talisman is made of
relict bog oak, with a
natural 
"living edge"
natural bog oak is
considered a noble natural
resource, for centuries it is
credited with magical
powers due to its energy
that began to accumulate
at the time of his life
growth and continued to
accumulate for millennia
during his stay under the
pressure of the water
column and the earth

According to mythology, the
accumulated energy-symbolizes
resistance (thirst for life) and
has a protective effect
(protects against losses)

cost: 50 euro
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Sets of tumblers for whiskey
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The set is a kit of tumblers made of natural bog
oak, made by hand

Included 12 tumblers of different color and
texture format
 For the production of tumblers was selected bog
oak of the highest grade to emphasize the
elegance and individuality of production

cost: 55 euro/tumbler
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the line "PROVENCE"

12  tumblers DIVIDED INTO 3 THEMATIC LINE, depending
on the EXTERNAL PATTERN

the line "expert"

the line "VERSAILLES"
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